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What do you tell your best friend who just found out he would be sent to prison, a literal hell hole, for a crime
no one would ever believe he committed. He was almost afraid to keep going now, what other horrors would
he learn? Now, who more than anyone would want to go after Harry? Sirius just shrugged, with his arms still
crossed on his chest, glaring moodily down at the book. He nodded in acceptance and apologized. Sirius
backed off at once, but he still looked a mixture of peeved, confused and hurt all the same. Harry thought he
understood why once James leaned his weight imperceptibly into his best friends. Harry very dearly wanted to
offer comfort as well, but recognized he could do no more then give false reassurances like his mother that
everything was going to be okay. What Sirius needed now was both Remus keeping him in check, and James
support. No one here could think of much else about how wronged Sirius had been, but there was no way to
fix it until they found out exactly what happened. Yet Harry insisted he must have met Sirius at some point,
and he had no ill feelings towards him now, but was he trying to lie and sugar coat it? Looking quite pleased
with himself now that he could keep a better eye on Sirius, James took up the book and read. He spent every
morning inside the Leaky Cauldron just watching all of the customers interact, witches and wizards comparing
their buys of the day, fascinating creatures who blended in, and at one point Harry was quite sure a hag eating
raw meat. If someone had told him at the start of this book Sirius would turn out to be alive, he would have
skipped around dancing with joy no matter what the reason, now that he did have his reason he wanted to
vomit and scream all over again at the unfairness of it all. He declined against saying this aloud though,
worried it would make Sirius feel all the worse, considering how much he flinched at his own name as well as
he continued. Remus gave a weak, unamused chuckle, picturing some random person actually being afraid of
a boy who had once cried all day because Remus had once accidentally turned his hair green, and it had taken
a few seconds to correct the colour changing spell and put it right. Harry was now free to do his homework
where he chose as well, and favoured doing it in the local ice cream shop where the owner, Florean Fortescue,
was very knowledgeable about his essay and was prone to giving Harry free icecream. It became a real chore
for Harry once he did visit Gringotts not to go out and empty his whole vault. He found himself wanting
nearly everything he came across, including a lifelike model of the galaxy, which would have allowed him to
quit his Astronomy class. James voice immediately spiked with glee, this could only mean something good.
Remus leaned in eagerly as well, and Sirius finally looked almost normal again. What better way to distract
him from something so horrible then his favourite sport. He had to squeeze himself inside the shop to find a
new model broom on display. I thought the new Nimbus sounded fantastic, this must be even better! James
froze, and glanced over at her with a very hurt look on his face. After a lively discussion of nearly every make
and model, Lily almost regretted giving in to James, she found it so boring at one point she slipped out of the
room to go in and check on baby Harry. James seemed to be winding down by the time she had reentered. All
of you knew how to read and understand that because you learned Astronomy. We only use those more for
traditional reasons now. You need to be able to know and understand this in a very particular frame of time, so
if you want a career in Potions you must keep up with Astronomy. The shop owner was explaining to the
crowd that this model was going to be the broom of choice for the Irish International team, and they were
favoured to win the World Cup. Harry finally found a break in the crowd enough to read the title on a little
plaque, The Firebolt. The boys spent just as long interrogating Harry on every detail he remembered of this
broom, and Lily simply sat back and watched indulgently for a few minutes before cutting in again and trying
to convince them to move on. James huffed and grumbled for a bit, but finally accepted. Sirius nodded like
this made absolutely perfect sense to him, making Harry laugh anew. He did have some things he was required
to buy though, like new school robes which were getting several inches too short. There were also his new
textbooks for both his old classes, and his new ones Care of Magical Creatures, and Divination. He grit his
teeth for a moment before forcing himself to go on in that same light tone as before, not willing to let his good
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mood be spoiled again so soon. Harry did get a surprise though, when he went to the bookshop and saw a
window display of the Monster Book of Monsters. With two limbs missing? Guess this might have been it. Of
course Hagrid would get chummy with a new Care of Magical Creatures teacher. Had he finally gotten a
decent teacher, at least for DADA? Sirius released a surprised snort of laughter, picturing books fighting
having never come to mind. He really had been presumptuous in his actions. From inside the cage came
another tearing sound, coming from two of the books having pinned down a third and tearing its back off. The
owner shoved a cane inside and forced them all apart, complaining of what a nightmare they were to have
around. He led Harry over to the Divination section of the store, and Harry read the back of the book which
detailed what he would learn, including palmistry and bird entrails. Harry gave him a pitying look, declining
to mention that his own imagination might have made that black dog in the alley way bigger than it might
have really been. The shop owner really did distract him by escorting Harry around to gather the rest of his
books, but he was distracted as he left the shop and accidentally smacked into a few people on his way back to
the Leaky Cauldron. Now all four of them were frowning, each taking a worried glance at Harry. He was still
frowning at Sirius, a perturbed look on his face. Before he could let himself feel too much pity though, James
absently gave him a nudge with his elbow, and Remus flicked his ear. Sirius was instantly distracted from his
thoughts and instead was playfully grumbling about how his friends abused him. Looking into the mirror, he
began to try and flatten his hair with nerves. The mirror spoke back that Harry was fighting a losing battle
with that one. As the holiday continued to drag closer to the end, Harry began spotting some of his school
friends, like the other Gryffindor boys Seamus Finnigan and Dean Thomas who stopped to have a chat with
him. James released a surprised burst of laughter, personally he would have been flattered, but he could see the
other side to that coin. He got up to go and have one last look at the Firebolt, James read that with nothing but
fondness colouring his tone, knowing full well that was something he would have done too. He turned and
found his two best friends waving over at him. Ron simply put that his Dad knew. Hermione brought up this
very subject, asking if Harry had really blown up his aunt in an already stern voice. The four of them frowned
at Harry sharply, not at all pleased this seemed to be the only explanation he was going to give his friends, but
Harry was resolutely ignoring all eyes, and they admitted there was no since badgering him about it now. Now
because of Sirius, they wondered if maybe they had taken too light of the situation before, but none of them
said it out loud. Sirius was still looking all kinds of moody any time this subject came up, so James refused to
linger on it too long. Ron just shrugged it off, saying it was because it was the Harry Potter. Then Ron told
Harry that the lot of the Weasleys, and Hermione, were going to be staying at the Leaky Cauldron that night
with Harry, so he could go to the train with them tomorrow. Harry said this was excellent. Then they all
laughed a bit more as Harry blushed slightly at mimicking himself. Hermione proceeded to list every extra
subject Hogwarts had to offer, including Muggle Studies. Hermione said that she wanted to see wizards point
of view on them, it would be all sorts of interesting. He was picturing her come midterms and going to at least
two professors to drop one of her extra classes just for a breath of fresh air, no one could keep up with that
much! Instead saying that she had some leftover money and wanted to buy herself a birthday present, and Ron
suggested a book. What he did have was Scabbers, his old rat, who was looking quite sickly himself. Harry led
the way to the local Magical Animal shop where both of his friends could attend to their needs, and they
walked inside to find a large assortment of every fascinating animal. Ron went up to the counter first while
Hermione began browsing the owls, which came in every colour and breed. Ron just muttered that they were
showing off. The woman switched tactics and instead offered Ron some medicine for Scabbers, calling it Rat
Tonic. Harry and Ron tore after him, catching up to him curled up underneath a trashcan. Ron demanded to
know what had attacked him, and Harry explained it was either a very large cat, or a very small tiger. They
made their way back to the shop for Hermione who should have gotten her owl by now, only to find her
walking out of the shop with the same cat in her arms. Both Sirius and Remus released surprised snorts of
laughter at that lovely description. Lily huffed and gave him the stank eye. Despite her misgivings about
Hermione buying that particular cat at that time, she had nothing against the actual animal. It was in its nature
after all, and Sirius mocking it just annoyed her. When they got inside, he greeted Mr. Weasley at the bar,
looking at the front paper where Sirius Black was still on display. James frowned and grit his teeth for a
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moment, annoyed at once all the good mood seeping right out of the room at this near constant reminder. He
wanted more than anything right now to find out what had really happened to his best friend, but the repeating
commentary on him was grinding his gears. Harry asked if there was any new news on him, but Mr. It was
better than him being depressed anyways. Ron asked if whoever caught him would get a reward, Sirius
opened, then quickly closed his mouth. Weasley snapped at his son not to go getting any ideas, and Harry
noticed he looked a lot more tense than usual. James voice spiked a bit in confusion upon reading that. Why
would it put extra strain on Arthur, or was it something else altogether? Most likely it was the second.
Reminding them that it would most likely be the Azkaban guards who would catch up with him, Sirius
shuddered so hard at those words, he nearly shook the whole couch with him. Those guards were one of the
reasons he felt like fainting at the mere thought of where he was fixing to spend the next twelve years of his
life in a very short amount of time. He waited until Sirius offered a weak, unreal smile, but at least he
attempted it, giving James enough confidence to keep reading and pray for a change of subject.
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The Leaky Cauldron was a popular wizarding pub and inn located in London. It was the entrance to Diagon Alley and
indirectly Knockturn Alley. The rear of the pub opened up onto a chilly courtyard that contains the entrance to both alley
ways.

Synopsis[ edit ] Spoiler warning: Checking his booklist, he sees it is required for his Care of Magical
Creatures class, which is a relief to Harry who was worried Hagrid wanted help with some new "pet". While
looking for his Divination text, Harry sees Death Omens: Harry is not entirely successful in convincing
himself that it is not a death omen. Ron and Hermione finally arrive the day before school starts. Ron has a
new wand , while Hermione has three bags of books. She wants to buy an owl, while Ron is going to have the
sickly Scabbers looked at, so they troop into the nearby Magical Menagerie pet store. When a large cat named
Crookshanks tries to attack Scabbers, Hermione buys it, and also the rat tonic recommended by the clerk for
Scabbers. At the Leaky Cauldron they meet Mr. He mentions that Sirius Black is still at large, and the
Ministry is putting all its efforts into capturing him. The other Weasleys sweep in: Weasley , Percy , who is
now Hogwarts Head Boy and even more pompous than the previous year, if that is possible, the Twins, Fred
and George , who try to take Percy down a notch by imitating his affected mannerisms, and Ginny. Weasley
says the Ministry is providing cars to the train station. On the way, Harry overhears Mr. Weasley arguing
about what Harry should be told about Sirius Black. Dementors, guards from Azkaban , have been placed
around Hogwarts to protect Harry. Surprisingly, Harry is unconcerned and believes Black will not be any
harder to deal with than Voldemort. The Dementors are more worrisome, however, as it appears he will have
to somehow slip past them to get into Hogsmeade village. Analysis[ edit ] Three important plot elements
unfold in this chapter. Understanding Fudge as a politician, we readers can now understand why Fudge so
quickly dismissed the incident involving Aunt Marge , and also surmise that Harry is probably being closely
guarded by Ministry wizards during his time in Diagon Alley. We have seen already that Crookshanks will
attack Scabbers while ignoring the nearby caged rats, so it is likely this specific antipathy will continue. Just
why Crookshanks seems fixated on Scabbers is puzzling. The reader should also note that Ron believes
Scabbers is "looking poorly" before they visit the Magical Menagerie. The canine image that Harry first saw
in Privet Lane now seems to be becoming a pattern, with the appearance of a similar image on the book cover.
Harry of course suspects that he may be seeing death omens, but it is safe to assume this unlikely given that
this is only the third book of a seven-book series. However, what the significance is, we have yet to find out.
We find that, despite the worrisome death omens he is seeing, these concern him more than the possibility that
Sirius Black may be hunting him. And though Harry is left on his own for the first time, we can guess that
Ministry officials are remotely monitoring him until his return to Hogwarts. We can guess that they do not
show themselves to him to prevent his wondering about the threat presented by Sirius Black, and suspect that
the injunction to remain in Diagon Alley is to avoid having his monitors reveal themselves by their inept aping
of Muggle ways. Until his return to Hogwarts, Harry is unencumbered by apparent adult supervision,
restrictions, or interpretations. Rather than withdrawing a huge sum and frivolously buying whatever he wants,
including the Firebolt broom he so admires, he carefully considers just how much he needs to cover his
necessary school and living expenses. After being reunited with Ron and Hermione in Diagon Alley, Harry
happily rejoins the Weasley family chaos as the children prepare to return to Hogwarts. Weasley warmly greet
him, as do Ron and Ginny. All these familial interactions provide Harry with rare doses of the happy, cozy
family life he so sorely craves. Review[ edit ] Why is Harry seemingly unconcerned when he learns that Sirius
Black is looking for him? Why does Harry believe he is seeing Death Omens? What are they, and where
specifically has he seen them? Why does Hermione buy so many books? Why is Scabbers looking so sickly?
Why would such a "dangerous" book be assigned for the "Care of Magical Creatures" class? Who might have
assigned it? Why was Harry actually relieved to see that the "Monster" book was on the school list? Is their
replacement caption valid or is this just a mean-spirited prank on their part? How long before Percy is likely to
notice? How does Ron feel about that? As Harry spends time alone in Diagon Alley, what comparisons and
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contrasts might he make between the Muggle and Wizarding realms? If Harry is so convinced he is seeing
death omens, why does he fail to tie that to Sirius Black, who is supposedly hunting him? Weasley disagree
about what Harry should be told regarding Sirius Black? Who is right, and just how much should Harry be
told about this? Greater Picture[ edit ] Intermediate warning: Details follow which you may not wish to read at
your current level. As Voldemort openly returns to power later in the series, we learn that Florean Fortescue
has apparently been captured. One has to wonder why the Death Eaters would attack a harmless ice cream
merchant, though his knowledge about medieval Wizardry, as evidenced when he helps Harry with his
homework, could be a factor. This is left unexplained, however. Whatever fear Harry may have had about
Hagrid having a new "pet" will likely be magnified many times over when he realizes the curriculum will
probably include dangerous magical animals. This results in an extended estrangement between Ron and
Hermione. This will be particularly upsetting for Hermione, who had just reconciled with both Harry and Ron
following an unfortunate falling out she had with the two boys. It should be noted that Crookshanks is
something other than an ordinary cat: We can guess, from events at the end of this book, that Scabbers will
have joined the Weasley family some eleven years before this story, and this is significantly longer than the
normal lifespan for rats, as the clerk points out. The student of literature will note that the author uses this
form of indirection throughout the series when introducing key facts that she does not want the reader to
notice. This will be the same picture that Ron had earlier sent in the letter that accompanied his birthday gift to
Harry. It is actually someone else at Hogwarts that Sirius is seeking revenge against. However, this mistaken
assumption that Harry is the target, and the associated beliefs concerning why Sirius was incarcerated, helps
drive the story. The Firebolt broom seen in Diagon Alley becomes a plot point, starting at about Christmas,
and it results in Harry and Ron being estranged from Hermione. She is immediately suspicious about who sent
Harry the broom as an anonymous gift, and, fearing it may be cursed, reports it to Professor McGonagall , who
confiscates it for examination. An interesting point one might note is that, up to now, the term "Azkaban
Guards" is used, but after this chapter, it is never used again, with "Dementors" replacing it. From a
story-telling point-of-view, however, it does not quite make sense as to why everyone suddenly drops the term
"Azkaban Guards" after Harry finally learns what they are.
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Chapter 4 The Leaky Cauldron It took Harry several days to get used to his strange new freedom. Never before had he
been able to get up whenever he wanted or eat whatever he fancied.

Tree full of loot. I thought we were leaving. He paced robustly through the snow plowing something of a
walkway with his body. Harry was slightly jealous at his physical ability before remembering the odd quirk
Remus had. Harry promised himself that he was not jealous of a man that could change his form at will. It
could have been planted only for photo shoots and in the crisp afternoon frost was evaporating off its branches
in the sunlight. It will be extremely dangerous for him. Muggles are no longer treated very well by our kind.
New world order and all. He searched for the words to adequately form a good question â€” when he opened
his mouth he was only able to question the obvious. They kill people for fun. It seemed strange to him that
such a small population, or what he assumed would be a small population, would work against each other and
effectively destroy their numbers. It was amazing that fighting seemed to be happening underneath the relative
peace normal people had been enjoying for half a century. But they have the greatest evil to walk on their side.
So why am I necessary again? He held his breath, he had a suspicion that everything would soon be pinned on
him and he would need to save the world. It was a dream really, he had had over the years; just like anyone
else who grew up with a large dose of fantasizing and video games. Was his first reaction. No pretty girl at the
end. He was probably going to die. I did punch a kid in the face once on accident though. Your parents died
that night. Layers of wood appeared to be pealing back from the tree. We think he began to take steps to deal
with those somethings. Dumbledore died in the spring of in Albania. The fall of Hogwarts a few years ago
made it that much harder. The tree stopped warping revealing a stone platform at its base. Glowing blue lines
on the inside of the cored out tree pulsed with light and life. The Dursleys should have been his family. They
should have loved him. Remus opened his eyes and to Harry they seemed wetter than before. Dumbledore had
you somewhere safe and secure â€” but he disappeared the spring before what would have been your first year
at Hogwarts. Only two others knew of where you were: Almost to quiet for Harry to hear. The snow on the
ground muffled all sounds; they seemed encased in a bubble untouched by the world. It was quite chilly.
Hagrid was sent to an internment camp for being an abomination when the world flipped over later that year.
He is believed dead. McGonagall spent one year as headmistress before the coo happened and she was
murdered in her office while protecting a student. The werewolf motioned for Harry to stand next to him.
Harry hesitated and then shrugged. It was already too late â€” he was heading down the rabbit whole one way
or another. The platform lowered deep into the hill into what must have been a supernatural preparedness
bunker. The walls gave off more of that strange blue glow illuminating strange gadgetry alongside boxes of
bottled water and jarred food that seemed to move. Remus silently moved through the items amassed to the
door of what looked like a shack in the middle of a glowing cave. Harry found it hard to keep up when things
seemed to move out of the corners of his eyes. He shivered when a glass jar filled with blinking eyes followed
his movement. The werewolf stiffly opened the door and took a deep breath. It was a room stocked from head
to two with weapons sharpened and ready to deal massive trauma. It was a room filled with the prerequisites
to medieval war. Either Remus was prepared for everything or he was planning on moonlighting as a vigilante
in the near future; Harry was standing in the middle of a bunker that could easily be confused with the Bat
cave, if Batman was a hunter and killer of evil. With a closet full of various battle ready swords. Some of the
blades hanging from the wall looked wicked sharp; and the worn leather handles stained darker in some areas
suggested some moderate uses. Amusedly, Harry wondered if an annoying fairy counterpart would show up
soon; it seemed as if after having magic seriously confirmed it seemed to spring from the woodwork in an
absurd number. Nodding in satisfaction with the sword that was over four feet long the taller man sheathed it
in a scabbard connected to two straps and grabbed a dusty bag from the floor. Ears hanging on strings were
grabbed off the walls along with dried herbs and stuffed in to the bag. Remus pulled open a drawer and leaned
over it, exposing the lightly glowing neck band while muttering and pawing through its contents. Harry itched
to ask him what the band meant. He wanted to know if it was a wizard thing and Harry should find his own
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appropriately glowing item to wear â€” or if it was a werewolf thing. And had some religious connotation
involving the moon. Give it a go. Harry was disappointed in the wand. He lit up the tip of his finger just for
fun and was bemused to find it much brighter than the wand, like a light visible through clear water rather than
murky with low battery power. The blade edge is silver. He removed the massive blade he had left on the table
and angled it in the light. Harry pushed his glasses up higher on his nose and squinted at the edge of the blade.
There was some sort of dullness in the metal at the edges. Remus quickly returned the blade to its home and
Harry realized that he seemed to be keeping clear of the sharp edges, only handling them with handkerchief
covered hand. He kept his mouth closed when Remus swung the scabbard over his shoulder like an errant
child and turned back to the door, face filled with grim determination. Harry wondered at the damage it could
cause if a werewolf was prepping to use it against its own kind. Remus caught him staring and said in all
seriousness, "Sometimes even school teachers are forced to go to war, and I will fight for my freedom. Your
review has been posted.
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www.enganchecubano.com get to the Leaky Cauldron go left about 20 metres and there is a door next to a red wizard
go in there and your in the leaky cauldron.

Great Ace Something as simple and normal as an international Quidditch Camp can really turn your life
upside-down; something that Harry Potter is about to find out, first-hand. New friends, skills, interests
Meanwhile, a war is brewing and sides must be chosen, and friendships will be tested. Fiction T - English Harry P. He gripped his broom harder, determined to finish the Camp on a high. They were playing the Silver
Dragons, so the match was going to be interesting no matter who won. They all flew a lap around the pitch
before landing just off centre, on their side of the field. While this was happening, Tayla was talking. Once
again, this team has an amazing record so far, identical in tally to that of their opponent! Featuring the
youngest seeker in a century and the youngest chaser in half a century, the Fire Griffins are the youngest team
in this competition! This is it, folks, the Grand Final have come down to youth versus experience! The draw in
their statistics is from this particular match up as well! This is sure going to be interesting. Tayla sat back in
her seat and folded her arms across her chest. The Silver Dragons had actually played together before, and
knew each other a lot better than the Fire Griffins. In that respect, she was sure that they had the advantage.
But the younger team had really pulled together over the last few weeks, and Potter was the most brilliant
amateur seeker she had ever seen. It was really going to be an interesting gameâ€¦ she returned her focus to
what the Referee was saying. All fouls will be pulled up and properly penalised; a free throw for the first,
second and third attempt. A loss of ten points for all infringements after that, along with two penalty shots. A
time out may only be called by the Captain. If the score is even at the four hour mark, a break of twenty
minutes will be called before another thirty minutes is added into play. If the score is still even, we play
sudden death. Captains, shake hands," the woman instructed, and two players stepped forward- one in red, the
other silver. Their hands met briefly before falling down to their sides and they stepped back to take their
position in line with their team. Now, she was announcing. She was back in her territory again. The Quaffle is
released! Get ready for a brilliant match, everyone, as Owens immediately takes possession for the Silver
Dragons. Reverse pass to Reynolds! He was young, but he never let nerves or embarrassment affect him while
he was playing. Wow, this is incredibly quick passing, butâ€¦ yes, Gibbson with the Quaffle! Whatever it was,
it worked. Their teamwork improved and suddenly the score was even on 70 all. Finally, the clocked ticked
over and she braced herself, knowing her throat was about to start hurting again. If the snitch is not spotted in
the next ten minutes, the players will get a twenty minute break before they resume play for another half an
hour! If the score is still even then, we move into sudden death! If they can hold it at that for the next ten
minutes, the Silver Dragons win the match! With two minutes to go, Rachael Moore managed to slip in
another goal and the score was even again. Fire Griffins in possession- No! Will she get there in time? A
collective gasp went through the stadium as all eyes focused on the Referee. She made a great fuss over
checking her watch and looking from Tayla to the ring. Tayla was going red from the pressure. Finally, after
what felt like years to Tayla and the players- but was really only seconds, Hooch pointed her wand at her
throat. The silence was unnatural. Hooch cleared her throat. She hated making decisions like this- one team
always felt as though she wasâ€¦ wellâ€¦ she had been called a lot of creative names doing this job. She
absent-mindedly wiped away a bead of sweat as she made her decision. Play will resume in twenty minutes.
Apart from the fact that she wanted to see the Fire Griffins play some more, you had to allow a split second of
time for announcing and the countdown had finished when the goal went in. Still, the Silver Dragons looked
severely disappointed as they trudged back into their locker room. At the other end of the stadium, the Fire
Griffins looked exhausted but hopeful. Tayla knew full well the tactical and psychological advantage the Fire
Griffins had just received. The other team were about to doubt their plays, but the younger team had just been
given a major advantage and they were going to grab it. Unless something happened, Tayla was putting her
money on the younger team now. They have half an hour to try and win this game before we play
sudden-death! They once again went through all of the proper pre-game rituals before the game began. Or is it
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just his usual feint? Robertson taking a risk, both seekers flat out in a race for the ground! Robertson not
making the dive and smashing into the ground! Well fought, losing the match by a mere points in a total time
of 4 hours, 17 minutes and 63 seconds! Harry had taken part in a lot of post-match Quidditch celebrations, but
this one had to take the cake as the muggles would say. It had started off camp-wide with a presentation
ceremony, a food fight and lots and lots of butterbeer and firewhisky for the adults. Different players from
various teams had volunteered the victory songs that their local teams sung when they won matches and there
was generally a lot of shouting and cheering. Even the Silver Dragons had joined in the celebrations, looking
genuinely happy for the team that had beaten them- though Harry was sure it was just a mask from most of
them. The fight dissolved soon after and they resigned themselves to a more quiet party when Professor
Barone came in and told them to shut up. Of course, he had a long winded reason for it, his explanation almost
putting them to sleep. Only Harry noticed the smirk on his face when they left. So, the Fire Griffins talked.
Mostly about how they were going to miss each other and promises to keep in contact as well as what they
planned on doing when they left camp. They were naturals, Lachlan had been pushed by his professional
father since before he could walk and trained to be good. Suddenly, and Harry was not quite sure how it
happened- Harry was back in London, Rachael beside him. He smiled slightly as she bowed her head, long
hair swinging across her face making her look exceptionally cute. Harry fought to keep all evidence of his
thoughts off his face. Rachael just smiled at him. Founded on some obscure date a long time ago, the inn is
now owned and run by a rather old man by the name of Tomâ€¦" he continued on, Rachael laughing at some of
the things he said. Not many tour guides would be happy with the date he had given her! Finally, Harry
finished his narration and pulled the girl into the inn and straight towards the barman. He put down the
dishcloth and sighed. Rachael handed it to him, and Tom nodded his thanks before pointing them up the stairs.
Snape, after all, had recognised him- though that might have had something to do with teaching him for the
last four years and- apparently- going to school with his father. The two teenagers moved as quickly as they
could through the hall, eager to get some sleep. Each landing had two rooms on it, and they started from room
1. The stairs were old and rickety- he felt as though with each step he took, he was more and more likely to
fall straight through them. Finally, they reached their room and opened the door. Rachael went first, only to
freeze in horror. There was not much to do, either. They had everything they needed, and more. Finally,
Rachael offered her suggestion and Harry brightened considerably. While they were waiting for it, Harry
heard a distinct voice. Luck was against him. Draco Malfoy had spotted Rachael. Malfoy nodded, and held out
his hand. Both Harry and Rachael stiffened. Such a beautiful maiden must not be taken advantage of. A large,
red handprint was visible on Malfoys cheek, and Harry had to bite his lip to stop himself from laughing.
Malfoy was not impressed. That was the final for Harry.
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It is accessible to the wizarding world , to which it is something of an economic hub, but hidden from Muggles
non-magical people. However, Muggles are allowed access to it if they need to accompany their Muggle-born
magical children. If a wizard or witch needs something, chances are that it can be found in Diagon Alley. The
inn, which is invisible to Muggles, lies in between a bookshop and a music shop. To enter Diagon Alley, one
must go through the Leaky Cauldron to a rear courtyard and tap a brick in the wall, found by counting three up
and two across, three times. In the film, the tapping of five bricks around a hole in the wall opens the doorway
to Diagon Alley. Given the busy nature of the area, travelling to and from Diagon Alley is likely typically
done by more magical means such as Apparition or by using the Floo Network , which are both ways of
wizarding transport. The name Diagon Alley is a near homophone of the word "diagonally", which is used as a
plot device when Harry mispronounces the phrase near the beginning of the second book. Inside, it is dark and
full of soft hooting, rustling, and the flickering of "jewel-bright eyes. Nearing the end of the summer holidays,
Harry meets Ron and Hermione there. Rowling confirmed that Florean was murdered. In the back there is a
corner devoted solely to divination, which includes a small table stacked with titles like Predicting the
Unpredictable: Insulate Yourself against Shocks and Broken Balls: When Fortunes Turn Foul. Another small
display contains the book Death Omens: To deal with the vicious books, set for the third year Care of Magical
Creatures class by Hagrid, the harassed manager had to gear up with thick gloves and jab at them with a
knobbly walking stick, as the books tended to rip each other apart. The manager says that he had thought he
had seen the worst when they bought copies of The Invisible Book of Invisibility, which were promptly
misplaced. The signing drew a huge crowd of fans mostly middle-aged women. Money in Harry Potter
Gringotts Wizarding Bank is the only known bank of the wizarding world and it is operated primarily by
goblins. A snowy white building, near the intersection of Knockturn Alley and Diagon Alley, Gringotts towers
over all neighbouring shops. Customers pass through a set of bronze doors and then silver ones before entering
the lobby. The main floor is paved with marble and has long counters stretching along its length. Within,
wizards and witches keep their money and other valuables in vaults that are protected by very complex and
very strong security measures. The vaults extend for miles under London and are accessible through rough
stone passageways navigated by magic carts that travel speedily along their tracks. In addition, according to
Hagrid, apart from Hogwarts, Gringotts is considered "the safest place in the world for anything you want to
keep safe". Higher-security vaults may have various enchantments or other measures upon the doors. If
anyone other than a certified Gringotts goblin touches the door, that person will be sucked into the vault,
which is only checked for trapped thieves about once every 10 years. Dumbledore sent Hagrid to retrieve it
while he escorted Harry. Griphook claims that the protection had been lessened due to the Vault being
emptied. The trio escape with the Horcrux by freeing a half-blind dragon that was part of the security for the
vault, and clambering onto its back. While Gringotts is largely staffed by goblins, including Griphook and
Ragnok, it is known that the bank has human employees, though not apparently for banking and accounting
services. Bill worked as a curse-breaker for Gringotts in Egypt, retrieving artefacts from ancient Egyptian
tombs and pyramids. Knockturn Alley[ edit ] Knockturn Alley a play on the word " nocturnally " [33] is a dark
and seedy alleyway leading off from the more savoury Diagon Alley to which Muggles have no access. It is
frequently populated by Dark Wizards. Harry lands in Knockturn Alley in the Chamber of Secrets , when
accidentally saying in the movie version "Diagonally" instead of Diagon Alley the book does not indicate
what he pronounced while using Floo Powder to get to Diagon Alley. From there he takes him back to Diagon
Alley, where they find Hermione Granger who takes them to the Weasleys. The shop sells many dangerous
and Dark artefacts such as a cursed opal necklace, a Hand of Glory , and half of a vanishing cabinet set which
was used by Draco Malfoy to infiltrate Hogwarts in the Half-Blood Prince. Lord Voldemort worked at Borgin
and Burkes briefly after he left Hogwarts during the mids. It is owned by Caractacus Burke and Mr. Borgin is
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the only owner to appear in the series. It was founded by Daisy Dodderidge â€” in "to serve as a gateway
between the non-wizarding world and Diagon Alley. On the main floor, the inn has a bar, several private
parlour rooms, and a large dining room. People often stay at The Leaky Cauldron when they come to London
on shopping trips. The pub serves as a way of entering into Diagon Alley from the Muggle world for
Muggle-borns and their parents both of whom, until the first letter from Hogwarts, have no magical
knowledge or means of entering. The rear of The Leaky Cauldron opens onto a little courtyard, in which a
particular brick must be tapped three times to open a path to Diagon Alley. It sells robes and other clothing,
including the standard Hogwarts-required plain black work robes, and dress robes. Inside the shop, Madam
Malkin and her assistants will tailor the robes to fit. Malkin is an archaic term for a crotchety old woman.
Harry is rather bewildered by the questions Malfoy asks, because Harry is still unfamiliar with many aspects
of the wizarding world. This meeting is far more unpleasant, and escalates quickly into a near-duel before
Malfoy and his mother leave in disgust. Magical Menagerie[ edit ] The Magical Menagerie is a magical
creature shop that in addition to selling magical creatures offers advice on animal care and health. The shop is
very cramped, noisy and smelly, due to every inch being covered with cages. Among the creatures in the
Magical Menagerie are enormous purple toads, a firecrab, poisonous orange snails, a fat white rabbit that can
turn into a silk top hat, cats of every colour, ravens, puffskeins, and a cage of sleek black rats that play
skipping games with their tails. When Harry, Ron, and Hermione visit the shop in Prisoner of Azkaban, a
witch wearing heavy black spectacles helps them. Ollivanders[ edit ] The upper windows of Ollivanders
Ollivanders is a wand shop described as "narrow and shabby, with a sign that reads Ollivanders: Makers of
Fine Wands since BC in peeling gold letters over the door. The only display in the window overlooking
Diagon Alley is a single wand lying on a faded purple cushion in the dusty window. Within, there are
countless narrow boxes piled neatly right up to the ceiling and a spindly-legged chair" which Hagrid breaks
when he sits upon it. Ollivander , the pale-eyed, white-haired shopkeeper, makes and sells magic wands to
witches and wizards as they enter school or break their old wands. He remembers every wand he has ever sold.
Harry rescues Ollivander in Deathly Hallows. The store windows often draw young customers to gaze
longingly at the merchandise. Its most famous items on display are the Nimbus and the Firebolt broomsticks ,
both of which Harry would eventually own. The Firebolt is a national racing broom that professional leagues
use. Harry spent the summer before his third year gazing at the brand new Firebolt racing broom in the display
window, the price of which was only available upon request. Ron had previously longed for a full set of
Chudley Cannons robes offered at the shop. The shop is quite fascinating despite its very bad smell a mixture
of bad eggs and rotten cabbage. Some of the ingredients available are silver unicorn horns for twenty-one
Galleons each , glittery-black beetle eyes five Knuts a scoop , and Dragon liver seventeen Sickles an ounce.
Stalls[ edit ] As well as many shops, Diagon Alley also contains small stalls, which sell a wide variety of
magical objects, sweets, and trinkets. They set up stalls selling amulets and other objects, which supposedly
protect you against werewolves, Dementors and Inferi. These "dark magic protection" stalls, however, are
illegal, and likely scams. Arthur Weasley is the one in charge of arresting their owners. The front of the shop
is described as a fireworks display against the muffled backdrop of dull shops. The front of the shop has a sign
advertising U-No-Poo: Why are you worrying about You-Know-Who? After an early departure from
Hogwarts in Order of the Phoenix, the two Weasleys set up their shop in Diagon Alley, which quickly became
a huge success. In interviews post-publication of Deathly Hallows, Rowling has said that George after Fred
died reopened the Diagon Alley store, that "it became a tremendous money-spinner,"and that Ron worked for
him there after taking Auror training and going to work for the Ministry of Magic.
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The Leaky Cauldron, also called Leaky, TLC, or Leaky News, is a Harry Potter fansite and blog. The site features news,
image and video galleries, downloadable widgets, a chat room and discussion forum, and an essay project called
Scribbulus, among other offerings.

It was the entrance to Diagon Alley and indirectly Knockturn Alley. The rear of the pub opened up onto a
chilly courtyard that contains the entrance to both alley ways. To Muggles, the pub appears to be a
broken-down old shop front on Charing Cross Road. This, however, was not the case prior to the imposition of
the Statute of Secrecy and, in fact, prior to this, Muggle visitors were neither turned away, nor made to feel
unwelcome. All of these people are Muggles, and all of them are wrong. Created some two centuries before
the imposition of the International Statute of Secrecy , the Leaky Cauldron was initially visible to Muggle
eyes. It is the ideal spot to catch up with wizarding gossip if you happen to live a long way from the nearest
magical neighbour. Tom, the innkeeper, greeted Hagrid there like an old friend. This made it seem that Hagrid
was something of a regular. Harry mispronounced "Diagonally", and therefore travelled to Knockturn Alley
instead. He also met Cornelius Fudge in a private room for the first time. With Lord Voldemort and the Death
Eaters moving in the open, many witches and wizards avoided public places as much as possible, including
the Leaky Cauldron. When Harry Potter, Rubeus Hagrid, and the Weasley family passed through the Leaky
Cauldron that summer on his way to Diagon Alley, they noticed that the bar was empty with the exception of
Tom. While passing through the Leaky Cauldron on the way to the bank, they noted that it was nearly empty.
Tom bowed in fear at the sight of Hermione, who was disguised as Bellatrix Lestrange at the time. Hannah
Abbott then became the new landlady. A few old women were sitting in a corner, drinking tiny glasses of
sherry. One of them was smoking a long pipe. A little man in a top hat was talking to the old barman, who was
quite bald and looked like a gummy walnut" â€”The Leaky Cauldron in [src] the interior of the pub Located at
1 Diagon Alley, [1] The Leaky Cauldron was nested between a Muggle bookshop and a record store. Inside
the pub, it was dark and shabby, with a bar and a number of tables in the shadows of the corners. In stark
contrast to the grubby downstairs of the pub, there were some unexpectedly pleasant rooms upstairs where
passing wizards and witches could stay for the night. Beneath the stairs leading to the second floor, was a
second set of stairs leading to the basement. The latter come out on the right wall where two sitting areas
containing red couch and chairs were nestled in each corner on this side. The front wall had a stage with red
curtains in front of a lowered viewing area. The back wall was blank, but the left wall had another red sitting
area, and a bar. However, the basement, it seems, had been locked off for no apparent reason. Please help the
Harry Potter Wiki by expanding this article to give more complete coverage of its subject. Bedroom in the
Leaky Cauldron Private parlour was a room located behind the bar at the ground-floor. It had a desk, a
window and a little table and two somewhat uncomfortable chairs. In , the day maid was about to clean the
room when its owner roared at her and closed the door.
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Harry and [Y/N] emerged from Flourish and Blotts ten minutes later with their new books under their arms and made
their way back to the Leaky Cauldron, Harry hardly noticing where he was going and bumping into several people, [Y/N]
apologising on behalf of her twin.

Tom , the innkeeper greeted Hagrid there like an old friend. This made it seem that Hagrid was something of a
regular. Some other witches and wizards who were there at the time were Doris Crockford , Dedalus Diggle ,
and Quirinus Quirrell and they took a great interest in Harry, queuing to shake his hand. Harry Potter
mispronounced "Diagonally" and therefore travelled to Knockturn Alley instead. After doing their shopping
Harry and the Weasleys departed through the Leaky Cauldrons fireplace to the Burrow. He also met Cornelius
Fudge in a private room for the first time. With Lord Voldemort and the Death Eaters moving in the open,
many witches and wizards avoided public places as much as possible, including the Leaky Cauldron. When
Harry Potter , Rubeus Hagrid , and the Weasley family passed through the Leaky Cauldron that summer on his
way to Diagon Alley , they noticed that the bar was empty with the exception of Tom. While passing through
the Leaky Cauldron on the way to the bank, they noted that it was nearly empty. Tom bowed in fear at the
sight of Hermione, who was disguised as Bellatrix Lestrange at the time. After At some point after the end of
the Second Wizarding War , Tom either retired or passed away. Hannah Abbott then became the new
landlady. Structure Edit "For a famous place, it was very dark and shabby. A few old women were sitting in a
corner, drinking tiny glasses of sherry. One of them was smoking a long pipe. A little man in a top hat was
talking to the old barman, who was quite bald and looked like a gummy walnut" â€”The Leaky Cauldron in
[src] The Leaky Cauldron was nested between a Muggle bookshop and a record store. Inside the pub, it was
dark and shabby, with a bar and a number of tables in the shadows of the corners. In stark contrast to the
grubby downstairs of the pub, there were some unexpectedly pleasant rooms upstairs where passing wizards
and witches could stay for the night. The latter come out on the right wall where two sitting areas containing
red couch and chairs were nestled in each corner on this side. The front wall had a stage with red curtains in
front of a lowered viewing area. The back wall was blank, but the left wall had another red sitting area, and a
bar. However, the basement, it seems, had been locked off for no apparent reason. Known rooms This article
or section is a stub. You can help by expanding it. Private parlour Edit This was a room located behind the bar
at the ground-floor. It had a desk, a window and a little table and two somewhat uncomfortable chairs. In , the
day maid was about to clean the room when its owner roared at her and closed the door.
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The Leaky Cauldron has changed little over the years; it is small, dingy and welcoming, with a few bedrooms above the
public bar for travellers who live a long way from London. It is the ideal spot to catch up with wizarding gossip if you
happen to live a long way from the nearest magical neighbour.

See the history and the criation and others things about the Leaky Cauldron. Have a good reading! The Leaky
Cauldron is a popular wizarding pub in London. It is the entrance to Diagon Alley, and, indirectly Knockturn
Alley. For much of the end of the 20th century, Tom was the landlord. At some point, Hannah Abbott became
the landlady, moving in with her husband, Neville Longbottom. It was built by Daisy Dodderidge, the first
landlady, in She said that it was, "to serve as a gateway between the non-wizarding world and Diagon Alley.
To Muggles, the pub appears to be a broken-down old shop front on Charing Cross Road. This, however, was
not the case prior to the imposition of the Statute of Secrecy and, in fact, prior to this, Muggle visitors were
neither turned away, nor made to feel unwelcome. The rear of the pub, however, opens up onto a chilly
courtyard and the entrance to Diagon Alley. To gain access, a witch or wizard has to tap the bricks in the wall
in an anti-clockwise order, causing a doorway to Diagon Alley to form and then rearrange itself back into the
original wall after the person s walk through. History s The Leaky Cauldron was built in the early sixteenth
century by Daisy Dodderidge; its true address is number one, Diagon Alley. Prior to the imposition of the
Statute of Secrecy, the pub was accessible to Muggles, who were made to feel welcome at the pub, but some
of whom left before finishing their mead nonetheless because of the absurdity of the conversations around
them. Though insistent on numerous concealment spells and good behaviour from all who used the pub, Gamp
was sympathetic to the need of wizards to let off steam during this difficult time, and further agreed to give the
landlord permission to let people into Diagon Alley from his backyard, because the shops behind the Leaky
Cauldron were now also in need of protection. The Minister at that time, Faris Spavin, was certain that this
was the end of the pub, and that it could not be saved. By the time he finished his seven-hour speech declaring
this, however, he received a note from his secretary revealing that wizards had rallied, and through the mass
use of Memory Charms had altered the entire route of the new road, leaving the architects confused as to why
there was a blank space on the design, and why said space did not appear to the naked eye. Tom, the
innkeeper, greeted Hagrid there like an old friend. This made it seem that Hagrid was something of a regular.
Some other witches and wizards who were there at the time were Doris Crockford, Dedalus Diggle, and
Quirinus Quirrell and they took a great interest in Harry, queuing to shake his hand. Harry mispronounced
"Diagonally", and therefore travelled to Knockturn Alley instead. He also met Cornelius Fudge in a private
room for the first time. With Lord Voldemort and the Death Eaters moving in the open, many witches and
wizards avoided public places as much as possible, including the Leaky Cauldron. When Harry Potter, Rubeus
Hagrid, and the Weasley family passed through the Leaky Cauldron that summer on his way to Diagon Alley,
they noticed that the bar was empty with the exception of Tom. While passing through the Leaky Cauldron on
the way to the bank, they noted that it was nearly empty. Tom bowed in fear at the sight of Hermione, who
was disguised as Bellatrix Lestrange at the time. After At some point after the end of the Second Wizarding
War, Tom either retired or passed away. Hannah Abbott then became the new landlady. Structure "For a
famous place, it was very dark and shabby. A few old women were sitting in a corner, drinking tiny glasses of
sherry. One of them was smoking a long pipe. A little man in a top hat was talking to the old barman, who was
quite bald and looked like a gummy walnut" â€”The Leaky Cauldron in Located at 1 Diagon Alley, The Leaky
Cauldron was nested between a Muggle bookshop and a record store. Inside the pub, it was dark and shabby,
with a bar and a number of tables in the shadows of the corners. In stark contrast to the grubby downstairs of
the pub, there were some unexpectedly pleasant rooms upstairs where passing wizards and witches could stay
for the night. Beneath the stairs leading to the second floor, was a second set of stairs leading to the basement.
The latter come out on the right wall where two sitting areas containing red couch and chairs were nestled in
each corner on this side. The front wall had a stage with red curtains in front of a lowered viewing area. The
back wall was blank, but the left wall had another red sitting area, and a bar. However, the basement, it seems,
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had been locked off for no apparent reason. Known rooms This article or section is a stub. You can help by
expanding it. Private parlour This was a room located behind the bar at the ground-floor. It had a desk, a
window and a little table and two somewhat uncomfortable chairs. Room 10 This was a room at the first-floor.
In , the day maid was about to clean the room when its owner roared at her and closed the door. Room 11 This
was a room at the first-floor which had a bed in the middle, a fireplace, a talking mirror, and a window. Dishes
Dishes served at the Leaky Cauldron included: In the film adaptation of Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban, a different doorway, with a different sign is shown. It is never shown whether this is supposed to be
an alternate doorway or a "new" main entrance. Also, Tom the landlord was recast for the third film. In real
life, there is no building in between 48 Charing Cross Road and 12 Great Newport Street, which can be seen in
the following image, but possibly because in the real world it is "concealed". It is possible that as they were all
three different door-ways, that the Leaky Cauldron had a door-way for every single part of London. Years , the
Leaky Cauldron has a basement, notice board, cinema room, and a back door. I hope you liked and thanks for
read!
9: Leaky Cauldron | The Harry Potter Compendium | FANDOM powered by Wikia
At the Leaky Cauldron they meet Mr. Weasley. He mentions that Sirius Black is still at large, and the Ministry is putting
all its efforts into capturing him. The other Weasleys sweep in: Mrs. Weasley, Percy, who is now Hogwarts Head Boy
and even more pompous than the previous year, if that is possible, the Twins, Fred and George, who try to.
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